Page Limit for Accepted Papers

**Regular (Research)/Industrial Papers:** Normal page-limit 10 pages in IEEE format including all figures, tables, and references.

**Note:** Up to 2 extra pages (over normal page limit of 10) are allowed and may be purchased at US $100/page.

No extra pages are allowed to the following categories of accepted papers

1. **Short Papers:** Normal page-limit 6 pages, including all figures, tables, and references.
2. **Poster Papers:** Normal page-limit 3 pages, including all figures, tables, and references.
3. **Demo Paper:** Normal page-limit 3 pages, including all figures, tables, and references.
4. **PhD Forum Paper:** Normal page-limit 2 pages, including all figures, tables, and references.
5. **Workshop Regular Papers:** Normal page-limit 6 pages, including all figures, tables, and references.
6. **Workshop Short Papers:** Normal page-limit 3 pages, including all figures, tables, and references.